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3,563,721 United States Patent O6ce ,,,,,,,,, ,,, ,, ,,,, 
However, utilizing the convent~on~ii drs~iilaii;ln l z ~ h -  

3,563,727 nlque, a portion of the ceslum vapoi ~ o ~ ~ i d  can i l~n~e ,  
IkEETHoD AND ABPAmTuS DHSTALLATIIoN drop back down to the liquid bath, an$ aiTect ttrc ovt rdli 

OF BLIQrnDS 
J;allles E. Admirais&alor of the PdafiollaP Aeronau- vapor pressuie so that a pulsing of the vapol \ ~ O L ~ ~ L " I L  

ties and space Adn,inistra~on, respee( to an inven. achieved. This of course cannot be tolzlatea in a tJ.eri-~- 
tiorn of *lgelsd Basiulis, Redondo Ifsea&, Ca&f., ;and ' ionic Converter where essenllally cons! Lnt vapor prc.\.?rliC 
Paul IL Shefsiek, Acton, Mass. of cesium is mandatory. Such corvertrrs tI-ius wqr6ec only 

Filed Jan, l b ,  1968, Ser. No. 697,075 on a pulsing bas~s which 1s not sa,lafactory 111 ddili~toir 
Xnt. C1. BOBd 3/12; C22b 9/04 to the~rn~onic co:~verter, the need loi dcivei y of cx- 

U.S. CB. 75-63 l0 tremely pure metals at constdnt pressiires rs also ;eqliircd 
in the operation of heat pipes. In both t11e thcrrnronlc 
convelter and the heat pipe, the rea iirme7-i i s  for th:: 

ABSTPPACT OF THE DISCLOSUPBE delivery of a single metal In a purified form ho.m,iliy 
Method and apparatus for d~stillation of materials in- the start~ng material utilized is that metal alone ha":ng 

cluding liquid metals having at least one U-shaped tube some impurities therein which must be remoied. 
w ~ t h  one upstream end connected to the device to which Another area with regard to the c~s~~liatnori of mctais 
the punfied metal rs to be delivered. The material to be in which the prior alt has encounte~ed difi~cultics ic, In 

purified is disposcd In the base of the U whlle the up- the separation of liquid metal having ciosc boilln,- pornts, 
stream leg is sulrounded with cooling coils for con- for example 5"-10" C. The piior art leclln qiicb for t ~ i e  
densation, and the downstream leg has heating coils at. 20 I;eparation of liquid metals through \a] hot?? te~hrlcjues 
a port~on thereof for vaporization. The bottom reservoir Including distillation were complicated and extlernciy ex- 
portion of the U is heated. Between the reservoir portion pensive and could not readily sepa~ate the r?etdn\ h,,~ s7g 
and the upstream leg of the U within the device is a close boiling points. 
capillary tube to carry the heated mate~ial from the reser- Thus, it is an object of this i n v ~ i l t i ~ n  to niovidz a 
voir to the heated region. A series of these tubes can 25 method and device for the purificdtroi~ of I qula :ta- 
be connected together in continuous fashion to produce terials which can be readily utilized in cornbinkt~on w lh 
a fractional distillation. thermionlc converters and heat pipes and ilke apparatus 

A further object of this inveritron i s  a provrdc nletr-iod 
and device lor the distillation of Iiqu~d metals to delivel 

ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION 30 a purified metal at a stable and conlrobl,ible pressure, 

The invention described herein was made in the per- unaffected by temper~ture variat~ons rrr il-e liq 'rd metal 
pool. formance of work under a NASA contract and is sub- 

Still another object of this inventJon to p o,ride a ject to the prok~sions of Section 305 of the National Aero- 
nautics and space Act of 1958, Public 85-568 (72 method and device for the distillation of rnateri 11s having 

Stat. 435.42 U.S.C. 2457). 35 close boiling points. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

(1) Field of the invention The above and other objects of this invention are a;- 

This invention relates to the purification of liquid ma- 
terials. More particularly, the invention relates to a 
method and apparatus for effecting distillation of liquid 
nlaterials including liquid metals, so as to obtain high 
purity product. 

(2) Description of the prior art 

Purification of metals is of increasing importance in 
today's technology. One of the most prominent areas of 
interest where the purity of metal is important is in the 
field of thermionic converters. In thermionic converts, 
vaporized or gaseous cesium is fed to the area between the 
emitter and collector. Cesium serves to form an ionized 
gas or plasma vihich neutralizes the electron space charge 
in the region between the emitter and collector, allowing 
the electrons to pass more readily therebetween. Such 
thermionic converters are operated under low pressure 
co~ditions. The liquid cesium normally is stored in a 
glass capsule which is broken immediately prior to opera- 
tion of the converter. The cesium is heated so as to pro- 
duce the desired vapor pressure in the region between 
thc emitter and collector. In order to prevent cesium from 
being drawn off into the vacuum pump, a trap must be 
disposed in the vacuum line. Under this conventional ar- 
rangemcnt, repeatability of conditions is extremely diffi- 
cult, since the purity of the cesium can vary considerably 
from capsule to capsule. 

The operation of the converter is extremely sensitive 
to impurities being present in the cesium vapor and thus 
one of the most severe limitations on the operation of the 
converters has been with regard to obtaining the neces- 
sary high purity. To overcome this, some has attempted 
to distill the cesium prior to it entering the converter. 

complished by a device an2 method uiiimng essentially 
40 a U-shaped tube of a material that 1s comp2tible with me 

liquid material desired to be pur~fied It will be apparent 
that the invention can distill most any liquid material 
which will be susceptible to capiI13ry nctlon Powzvei, 
it is in the field of distilIation of liqtiid mctaac M here the 

3.5 outstanding advance in the art is most notrbke Thus, ~ O P  

purposes of discussion only, the descrrptron ~ i l f  be viii6h 

reference to liquid metals. The metal to be pi1 ificd I esli is 
in the base of the U which is surrounded by iieatmg cc , 
so as to control the temperature of the rnolte.1 Ilai 3 

50 metal bath. One leg or side of the tube wiil prrfeiat: 
be connected to a vacuum pump wblcir iervcs to dra v 
off the volatile impure material. a h a t s ~ m e  leg of tile 
tube is surrounded wit$ cooling coils whereby the tem- 
perature of that leg can be carefully controlled so as 15 

55 condense any of the metal vapor tha' magilt psss to the 
vacuum, so that it will fall back to the bath. FOI force of 
gravity thus causes the llquid to return to the pool in the 
bottom of the U. Extending from the pool upxvard iaLo 
the other leg of the U is a suitable capillary stiuctuie 

GO which conveys the liquid by capillary actlon up lilt0 thrs 
leg of the device. The capiliary struct-i~re can be referied 
to as a wiclc since it operates similar io one l i  can bc 
made, for example, oE fine wire merk wR~c"rr .  tubular 
shaped and lies concentrically in and agaanst the irialls of 

65 the device. At the end portion of the capillary strucillre 
in the second Ieg of the U-shaped device of thi- inverl- 
tion there are heating coils surrounding the devsce. Tne 
heat a t  this point controlled to be ~ufficicnt ta vaporize 
the liquid metal that ha? risen in the caplllai-y -tructiine, 

70 carrying it at a constant plcssure inlo a iheirnionrc con- 
verter or other suitable apparatus. It is lrnportant thr t  
the temperature here be higher than the temperature at 
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the 1,qilld metal pool in the bottom of the U, so as to Adjacent the top portion of the capillary tube 27 in 
eflcc,tr'veiy draw on  the vapor. As can be seen, the ad- leg 25 there are disposed about the leg on the ouier sur- 
\ant. ge oi th s ~ C V I L C  is that there is always a constant face of thc device heating coils 31 which can contiolfably 
rerrperalsir e provided at the point where vaporization oc- heat the liquid metal that has risen in the capillary tube. 
curs, nan~ely at the top of the capillary structure. The The top of the capillary tube 27 is designated as polnt P, 
&Sect of any condensing metal cooling the pool at the and is where the liquid metal that has risen in the tube 
uoitorn of the U-shaped tube is of virtually no conse- is converted to vapor in a manner that will be expla~ned 
quence. In other devices, the return of continually con- in further detail. Leg 25 can be suitably connected to a 
dexaing liquid to ihe heater pool pulses the vapor pres- device which will be furnished with the pu~ified material 
sure oi the vapors given OK, thus prohibiting delivering leaving the apparatus. 
slicil vapor at cocslant pressure. 0 1  course, any vapor To explain the operation of the device, assume that the 
that does sot leave the device to go to the thermionic leg 25 is connected to a thermionic convcrter. In the con- 
convcrter or other apparatus will pass around to the verter the emitter tenlperature is assumed to be 1,350" C. 
~ooled  condensing co;ls in the opposite leg, be condensed and the collector at 7010" C. At these temperawes, the 
a d  ieeurn as a luquld to the pool in the bottom of the 15 cesiunr pressure is determined at 310' C. These are typi- 
de'vlce As previously indicated, vapor which does not cal operating conditions for thermionic converters ac- 
 ond dense at the \elected temperature of the cooling coil cording to the state of the art. In operating such a con- 
wnll be ren~ovcd f i o q ~  the device as an undesirable im- verter, the converter is first turned on. Namely, the con- 
purary 11 ',hould oe appreciated that a series of these trols for the temperature of the emitter and collector es- 
U's can b~ conaected in a continuous pipe wheie, for 20 tablish their temperatures, and a vacuum In the converter 
cxan~pie, there worird be three U-tubes present. This con- to which it is attached. The next step is that the cooling 
struction of a illstiliation unit is very effective in the through coils 17 begins. Normally water is circulated to 
iemotal oi- hydrocalbons, oxides and hydrides. En such a achieve the desired cooling. A typical ten~perature of the 
dcdice tbz condensvng coils on the successive U-shaped coiis is 75" C. Next, heating coils 31 are set lo a tempera- 
tubes ale of a lower temperature than the vaporization 25 ture of 310" C. and the temperature at point P raised 
point on the precedliig tube, w ~ t h  the liquid metal baths to that temperature. The heating colls 23 surrounding 
of each s~~cces~ive  u n ~ t  being p~ogressively higher. the bath 21 at the bottom of the device should be set 

I t  is hci~eved that the invention will be better under- to a temperature at least 10" C. below thai of heating 
stood frors the ioliocving detailed desciiption and draw- coils 31 to maintain a pressure differential. In other 
ings In wnich 30 words, the AT between vaporization heating coils 31 and 

FIG. 1 ns a partially sectioned view of a single U- reservoir heating coils 23 should be such that vaporiza- 
shaped device for d~st~llation of liquid materials in ac- tion coils 31 surrounding the top of the capillary tube 27 
cord with this ~nvention. will determine the pressure of the system. Since the 

FIG. 2 is a cross-section taken along lines 3-2 of thermionic converter is operated at a temperature higher 
FIG I. 35 than that point P, an equilibrium occurs in which the 

FIG 3 I,, a partially sectioned pictorial view of a multi- liquid metal is evaporated from the capillary structure 
iinit for tr~c110ndl cilstillation. in the liquid metal pool 21. That vaporized metal which 

Turning now to FIGS. 1 and 2, there is seen a single does not pass to the converter is condensed by the cool- 
generally U-ih2pecl device 11 of this invention, which ing coil 17 and returned to the liquid metal pool 21. The 
is comprlied of a tube I3 of a material compatible with 40 capillary structure 27 is being continually refilled by the 
the iiquici rnctal wh~ch is being distilled. For example, liquid metal pool carrying the liquid metal to eventually 
I F  the i~qs,ril mcial is cesium, the tube could be comprised point P where vaporization occurs. This process results 
of stalnleci steel The device 11 is comprised of an up- in a pressure of metal vapor in the thermionic converter, 
sire:= leg 15 which is connected as indicated in the or any other device with which the apparatus of this 
drawing to a vacuum pump whereby the volatile impuri- invention is utilized. The magnitude of the pressure of the 
ties can be w~ihdrawn. Surrounding this leg are Cooling 45 metal vapor is determined by the evaporation rate of the 
ozls 17 th  ough which coolant at controlled temperatures liquid metal, the temperature and the diffusion rate of 

I pasa 11 1s noted that the leg 15 is not vertically dis- the liquid metal from the liquid pool to heated vaporiza- 
-d  beit IS at a slight angle. The specific construction tion portion of the capillary. It can now be seen that 

e dcvlce ss not overly critical as 10% as the general point P is thermally isolated from the tempcrature varia- 
r iped :oaiiguration is obtained. The bottom portion 50 tions in the liquid metal pool caused by the pulsating 
1 the 21 contams therein a reservoir 21 of liquid metal. return of the liquid metal from the condensing coil 17 
7 Joitcm poitlorl is surrounded by heating coils 23 to the pool 21. Thus, point P is at a constant temperature 
w control the temperature of the reservoir of molten enabling a stable vaporization rate which in tuin provides 
ilq metal 21 Extending from the bottom portion 19 constant pressure in a device with which the apparatus 11 
upward ~ r t o  a second downstream leg 25 is a capillary 55 of this invention is utilized. 
rube 27 conccntr~cally disposed within the device and When the thermionic converter is, for example, turned 
,idlacent ine Inner walls thereof. The capillary tube can off, that is, the temperature lowered below that of pool 
be comprised of, for example, fine mesh stainless steel heating coils 23, the purified cesium in the pool 21 will 
meen.  The screen could be of a 400 mesh for example. be transferred entirely to the converter. After all the 
at can be wound in from 3 to 10 layers, with cesium is transferred, it would be practical to sed  off 
t h e e  bevng shown in the cross section view of FIG. 2. the cesium within the converter for later utilization. In 
After berng wound into a tubular configuration having normal operation the only cesium vapor that goes to the 
an outer diameter equivalent to the inner diameter of the hot converter is that which is absorbed and fills the vacant 
devuce of the invcntvon, the capillary tttbe is inserted in therein. 
olace as shown nn FIG. I. It is preferably held there and 65 ~~~i~~ the operation of the device 11 it should be 
in contact with the walls of the tube a retainer spring apparent that impurities which vaporize belour 75" C. will 
29 n u s ,  in actually forming the capillary tube the layers be withdrawn from the device. Impurities, if any, that do 
are preferably wound about such a retainer spring prior not vaporize at the temperature of point P, namely 3100 
to the imertion into the device. The capillary tube of e., will remain in the liquid pool 21. Thus, only pure wrre as wrl: be pornted out serves as a wick for carrying 70 
.She in bath 211 up into the second cesium, for example, will pass into the thermionic con- 

downstream leg 25 o~ the device. Obviously any porous verter or other device with which the apparatus of this 

will provide a capillary is sufficient, invention is utilized. It should be pointed out that cesium 
as porous sintered metal, cloth, channels and other wick is merely used as an example of one of the most prevalellt 
mate1 ia8 ceramics. 75 materials in present utilization. The principle of this 
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invention is applicable to other liquid metals such as extending upwardly from a common joinder base 
lithium, sodium, potassium, rubidium, barium, strontium, portion, 
lead, bismuth, indium and the like, as long as the con- means for controllably cooling a first Ieg of said struc- 
struction of the apparatus in compatible with the liquid ture, 
metal at the required distillation temperature. Additionally means for heating said base portion, 
as indicated, the invention is applicable to any other fluids capillary means within said tube extending from ?,aid 
that have good surface tension including melted non-liquid base portion into the second leg, and 
metals, salt water, organic chemicals and the like. means for controllable heating said second leg. 

Turning now to FIG. 3, there is seen a device for 2. The device of claim 1 wherein said means for heat- 
fractional distillation which is actually a multi-unit device ing said base portion comprises heated coils surrounding 
that would be quite effective for the removal of hydro- the outer wall of said device at said portion. 
carbons, oxides and hydrides from metals such as cesium 3. The device of claim 1 wherein said coaling means 
and the like. The three units indicated as I, I1 and 111, are comprises coolant coils surrounding the outer wail of 
linked together in a continuous sinusoidal pipe 33 to form said first leg at a portion thereof. 
this fractional distillation apparatus. As seen in this multi- 15 4. The device of claim 1 wherein said capillary means 
unit device unit 111 vaporizes the liquid metal at a tem- comprises a capillary wick fine mesh wire screza concec- 
perature of 500" C. The bath at the bottom region 35 is trically disposed against the inner wails of said device. 
maintained at a 20' differential so that its temperature is 5. The device of claim 4 further cornprisiflg a coiled 
480" C. The cooling coils 36 are shown at 350" C. These spring within said screen. 
temperature conditions are particnlarly suitable for metals 20 6. The device of claim P wherein said means for heating 
such as cesium, potassium and the like, and can trap in said second leg comprises heating coils surrorinding said 
bath region 55 impurities which would vaporize at  400" leg adjacent the termination of said capillary means 
C., the temperature of the vaporization region 37 of unit therein. 
11, by condensing them with the cooling coils of 39 of 7. The device of claim 1 comprising a,  plurality of 
unit I11 that are at 350°, thus passing only material which 25 said tubular structures connected in a continrior~s cycle. 
will vaporize at 500" C. It  should be apparent that this 8. A method for the fractional distillation of liquid 
configuration is required in order to achieve a step-up in materials comprising: 
temperature from Uni t I  to Unit 111. Unit I has tempera- providing a continuous hollow tubular device of sub- 
ture conditions essentially similar to the single unit shown stantially U-shaped structures connected together ir: 
in FIG. 1. However, Unit I is only trapping in the bath 30 a generally sinusoidal configuration, 
material 38 which will condense at 75" C. Alternatively, connecting an end of said device to a vacv.um siiurce, 
in Unit III one cannot maintain the cooling coils there said end comprising an upstream leg of a first U- 
at such a temperature of 75" C. for practical reasons. shaped structure, 
Since the bath is at 480'" C. it would be virtually impossi- drawing substantially a vacuum oil said device, 
ble to maintain the region adjacent the reservoir 35 at 35 providing a bath of material to be distilled in the bese 
such a significantly lower temperature. Thus, it is re- portion connecting the legs of said first structure: 
qnired that this be done in a step by step process where heating the base portion of each structure lo progres- 
each unit has the cooling coil at a temperature of approxi- sively higher temperatures from said first structure, 
mately 50" less than the heating coils in the vaporization providing capillary means for ca.using the iiqnid lo 
region of the prior unit. 40 rise from the base of each stn~ctrrre to a downstream 

As can be appreciated, the multi unit device can be leg thereof, 
utilized for the separation of metals a t  close melting heating the downstream leg of each structure to eiTecf 
points. For example, as shown, Unit I1 has its vaporization vaporization of the liquid materia! in the capillary, 
coils 37 at 400' C. Thus a metal that has a vaporization and 
point at temperature would pass on to Unit 111 and be 45 cooling the upstream leg of each structure to condense 
condensed by the coils 36 which are maintained at 350" C. vapor passing therethrough. 
Trapped in the molten bath at 380" C. would be material 9. The method of claim 8 compris,ing: 
that has a vaporization point in excess of the 400" C. heating the downstream leg of each successive structure 
temperature. to a progressively higher vaporization temperature. 

It  should be apparent to those skilled in the art that the 50 10. The method of claim 8 wherein said liquid material 
described method and apparatus are suitable for distilla- is liquid metal. 
tion of any liquids susceptible to  capillary action, in References Cited 
other words, those having good surface tension. The 
specific conditions of distillation will of course, be deter- UNITED STATES PATENTS 
mined by the liquid used. The material of ~ ~ n ~ t r ~ ~ t i ~ n  55 1,514,151 11/ 1924 Gerdien -------------- 75-65 
and the capillary, particularly, will also be obviousl~ 2,486,684 11/1949 Schlesman et al. --- 202-236X 
chosen to be compatible with the starting compositions. 2,530,376 11/1950 Castle et al. -------- 202-236): 

While the method and apparatus of this invention has 3,159,967 1211964 Webb 75-66X 
been described and illustrated in detail, it is to be clearly 
understood that this is intended by way of illustration 6,) ALLEN B. CURTIS, Primary Examiner 
and example only and is not to be taken by way of limita- 
tion, the spirit and scope of this invention being limited U.S. C1. X.R. 
only by the terms of the following claims. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A distillation device comprising: 
a t  least one hollow tubular structure having two legs 

65 




